BOTTLING YOUR SAUCE
"GETTING STARTED" CHECKLIST
Choose your
bottling
company

One of the first steps to getting started is selecting a co-packing/bottling company to
make and bottle your product for you

□

The next step is to determine what type of bottle you want to package your product in.
You can go to our website www.endorphinfarms.com to look at our catalogue of
available bottles

□

Complete the Trade Secret / Non Disclosure Agreement and fax it to 904-824-4014 or
email it to sales@endorphinfarms.com

□

If you already have your own recipe, complete the Recipe Template provided on our
website www.endorphinfarms.com and fax it to 904-824-4014 or email it to
sales@endorphinfarms.com

□

If you do NOT have your own recipe and need the assistance of Endorphin Farms Inc
to develop one with you, please call us at 904-824-4014 or email us at
sales@endorphinfarms.com

□

Notes:
Bottle Selection

Notes:
Trade Secret /
Non Disclosure
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Notes:
Send us your
recipe

Notes:
Develop your
recipe

Notes:
Cost Analysis

Endorphin Farms Inc will calculate the cost of your recipe and provide you with a per
case cost which includes all ingredients, glass, caps, shrink bands and labor

□

Notes:
Product Sample

Once the preliminary pricing is completed, the next step is to make sure that
Endorphin Farms Inc can reproduce your product by doing a Sample Batch. (There is
an upfront $400 fee to cover the cost of making the sample, preparation of the
Nutritional Panel and preparation of the Process Authority Letter)

□

Although Endorphin Farms Inc applies the labels to your product, we do NOT design
or print the labels needed. You will need to contact a label company to help with the
design and printing of your labels. (Refer to our website www.endorphinfarms.com
for a list of recommended label companies)

□

Once your recipe has been perfected, a bottle selected and your labels have been
printed, the final step is to run your first production. (A minimum of 1 kettles = approx
900 lbs)

□

Notes:
Designing your
Label

Notes:
First Production
Run

